Impact of Budget Repair Bill on UW System Employee Benefits
(revised 3/14/11)

UW System has received many questions about the impact the Budget Repair Bill (2011 Wisconsin Act 10) has
on employee benefits. The bill was signed by Governor Walker on March 11, 2011. This document will try to
answer your questions.
The following topics will be addressed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health Insurance
Wisconsin Retirement System (WRS)
Health Insurance Conversion Credits
Limited Term Employees
Other Benefit Plans
Furlough
Union Dues
Collective Bargaining Agreement Questions
Where to Find More Information

Please review the Department of Employee Trust Funds (ETF) Budget Repair Bill FAQ document:
http://www.etf.wi.gov/news/Budget_Repair_Bill_Whats_New.pdf for additional information about the
Wisconsin Retirement System and State Group Health Insurance.
Please review the Office of State Employment Relations (OSER) Budget Repair Bill Q&A document:
http://oser.state.wi.us/docview.asp?docid=7209 for additional information on collective bargaining,
compensation, benefits and leave (includes information on sabbatical). The effective dates in this document
mainly pertain to classified employees (those paid bi‐weekly). Unclassified employees (paid monthly) are paid
on a different payroll schedule and will see changes on different paychecks.
Health Insurance
1. Will my monthly health insurance premium change?
Yes. Below are the new monthly health insurance premiums for employees 1 covered by the Wisconsin
Retirement System:

Tier 1 (all plans, except the Standard Plan)
Tier 2 (Standard Plan – required to work outside WI)
Tier 3 (Standard Plan – work in WI)

Single
$84
$122
$226

Family
$208
$307
$567
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Employees covered by the Trades contract, employees who currently pay 50% of the total premium and employees with
an FTE of 50% ‐ 74% will continue to pay the premium that they were paying prior to the enactment of the legislation.
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OSER provided the following guidance regarding health insurance premiums for part‐time employees:
Revised
3/11

Part‐time employees in less than 50% FTE positions will pay 50% of the total premium, part‐time
employees in 50% to less than 75% FTE positions will continue to pay the rates they were paying prior to
the effective date of the Bill, and part‐time employees in 75% or greater FTE positions will pay the
applicable rate listed [in the table on the previous page]. Please note that OSER will be working with DOA
on a technical amendment to the Biennial Budget Bill that will once again require employees in 50% to
less than 75% FTE positions to pay the same rates as full‐time employees.
These premiums are set in Section 9115 of the bill (non‐statutory provisions). See Appendix A for a
breakdown of the change to your current health insurance premium. Health insurance premiums for
employees not covered by the Wisconsin Retirement System (grad assist, PA, TA, Fellow, Short‐Term
Academic Staff…) are also listed in Appendix A.
Use the UWSA Budget Repair Bill Estimator to determine the impact of the budget repair bill on your
monthly health insurance premium and WRS contributions. The estimator is available at:
http://www.uwsa.edu/hr/benefits/budgetBillEstimator/index.php.
2. When will we start paying the higher health insurance premium?

Revised
3/11

Employees will have to pay the increased premium beginning with the first health insurance premium paid
in April 2011. Classified employees (paid bi‐weekly) will begin paying the new premium on the April 21,
2011 paycheck and unclassified employees (paid monthly) will begin paying the new premium on the
April 29, 2011 paycheck. These premiums will remain in effect for the remainder of the 2011 coverage
year.
3. How much will I have to pay towards my health insurance in 2012 and beyond? How will the premium
be determined?
The Director of OSER will establish the employee health insurance premium on an annual basis beginning
for coverage effective in January 2012. The bill states that a state employer may not offer a health plan to
its employees if the employer pays more than 88% of the average premium cost of the Tier 1 plans. This
means that employees will be required to pay at least 12% of the average total premium cost of the Tier 1
plans.
It is our understanding that the average premium used to determine the annual employee health
insurance premium will be based on the weighted average premium of the Tier 1 plans (all plans except
the Standard Plan). Each year, the Department of Employee Trust Funds (ETF) releases data that shows
the weighted average premium for all health plans (both including and excluding the Standard Plan). The
weighted average is determined by the number of contracts (number of employees) enrolled in each plan.
In other words, the plans with the greatest number of state members have the greatest impact in
establishing the average cost.
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Revised
2/23

4. Will I be required to take a health care assessment or be required to participate in a wellness or disease
management program as a condition for health insurance coverage? Does this mean I won’t have
coverage for any pre‐existing conditions? What type of co‐pays will I be required to pay?
In Section 9115 of the law, there is a non‐statutory provision that states that the Group Insurance Board
(GIB) shall design a health care plan for the 2012 calendar year that reduces the average premium cost by
5%. The GIB will be permitted to include copayments and may require health risk assessments and
participation in wellness or disease management programs. No additional information or explanations
have been released relative to this section of the bill.
In general, a health risk assessment can be a physical or a questionnaire that helps you identify any risks to
your health. There is no language in the bill to indicate that pre‐existing conditions will no longer be
covered by State Group Health Insurance.
No information has been released about what type of co‐payments may be required in 2012. It is
unknown to what services a co‐pay may apply or if there will be a change to prescription co‐pays. This
information is generally released by ETF in late summer/early fall.
5. I’m a classified employee (paid bi‐weekly). Can the monthly health insurance premium be split over
multiple paychecks?
Not at this time.
6. I’m an academic year employee who has four health insurance deductions taken from my June 1st check.
a. Can these premiums be spread over a longer period of time?
UW System and the UW Service Center are working to address this issue – further research is
required.
b. What if I can’t afford to pay these four health deductions – can I let coverage lapse during the
summer and re‐enroll in the fall?
No. This is because the summer months are considered as continuous service and your insurance
programs remain in force. See Questions 7 & 8 for rules about canceling your health insurance.
7. I do not know if I can afford health insurance anymore. Can I cancel my coverage or change from family
to single coverage if my premium increases?
Per the ETF Budget Repair Bill FAQ:

Revised
3/1

Yes. If you have your employee premium share taken on a pre‐tax basis, treasury regulations governing
Internal Revenue Code Section 125 restrict mid‐year changes to your coverage. However, a significant
cost change is a circumstance that permits a coverage change. If the employee premium cost increases
for health insurance coverage are enacted as proposed, the increase would be deemed to be significant.
You must submit your application to cancel or change from family to single coverage within 30 days
after the change in the employer premium share becomes effective.
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If you have your employee contribution share taken post‐tax, you can cancel your health insurance or
change from family to single coverage at any time by submitting an application to your employer. Your
health insurance coverage will be cancelled or changed to single coverage the first of the month on or
following your employer’s receipt of your application, or a later date if specified.
You may also change to single coverage at the following times:
•

During the annual It’s Your Choice period in October (coverage effective January 1 of the following
calendar year)
At the end of the month your final dependent loses eligibility
If your family coverage consists of you and only one non‐tax dependent (such as a non‐tax
dependent domestic partner or adult child), you may change to single coverage at any time.

•
•

If an employee changes from family to single coverage, all dependents that lose coverage will be eligible to
continue coverage through COBRA provisions.
Important Considerations if You Cancel Your Health Insurance
•
•
•

•

You may only re‐enroll without any restrictions within 30 days of losing eligibility or employer
contribution for other group health insurance coverage.
You may enroll at any time under the Standard Plan but you and any insured family members over
age 19 will be subject to a 180‐day waiting period for pre‐existing conditions.
If you plan to become covered under your spouse’s or partner’s health insurance plan, confirm
with the plan that you can enroll if you cancel your health insurance coverage. The plan may not
allow you an enrollment opportunity due to a voluntary cancellation of coverage, but may allow
your spouse or partner and dependents to enroll without restriction.
You must have State Group Health Insurance in force at the time of retirement, layoff or death to
use sick leave credits to pay for health insurance.

8. My spouse/partner works for a non‐state or non‐UW employer and I am eligible for coverage under
his/her health plan. Can I cancel my health insurance and go under my spouse’s/partner’s coverage?

Revised
3/1

It depends. If the employee premium cost increases for health insurance coverage are enacted as
proposed, the increase would be deemed to be significant and you will be eligible to cancel your coverage.
You must submit your application to cancel coverage within 30 days after the change in the employer
premium share becomes effective.
If you plan to become covered under your spouse’s or partner’s health insurance plan, confirm with the
plan that you can enroll if you cancel your health insurance coverage. The plan may not allow you an
enrollment opportunity due to a voluntary cancellation of coverage or they may allow your spouse or
partner and dependents to enroll without restriction.
See Question 7 for additional information.
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9. My spouse/partner also works for the UW/State of Wisconsin employer and we carry family coverage
that just covers the two of us (no children). Can we switch from one family to two single policies if my
premium share increases?
New
3/8

Per the ETF Budget Repair Bill FAQ:
Yes. However, if you have your employee contribution share taken pre‐tax, you must submit your election
to switch from family to single coverage within 30 days after the change in the employee premium share
becomes effective. That is because treasury regulations governing Internal Revenue Code Section 125
restrict mid‐year changes to your coverage. However, a significant cost change is a circumstance that
permits a coverage change. If the employee premium cost increases for health insurance coverage are
enacted as proposed, the increase would be deemed to be significant.
10. I cover a non‐tax dependent(s) on my health insurance and pay imputed taxes. Can I remove my non‐tax
dependent from my coverage so I no longer have to pay imputed taxes?

Revised
3/1

It depends.
If your family coverage consists of you and only one non‐tax dependent (such as a non‐tax dependent
domestic partner or adult child), you may change to single coverage at any time.
If you need to keep family coverage in place but want to drop your non‐tax dependents, you may
remove your non‐tax dependent(s) at the following times:
•
•
•

New
3/11

New
3/1

Within 30 days of your dependent enrolling in other health insurance coverage
When your dependent loses eligibility (example – turns 27)
During the annual It’s Your Choice period (coverage will end the following January 1st)

11. I have 30 days from the premium increase to make changes to my health insurance. When does the 30
day period begin?
ETF will be providing guidance on the 30‐day window and this question will be updated as information
becomes available.
12. Can I change health plans if there is a significant premium increase (either from the Standard Plan to an
HMO or to a different HMO)?
Per ETF, you may not change to a lower cost HMO if there is a premium increase mid‐year. A premium
increase does not create an opportunity for you to switch health plans mid‐year.

Wisconsin Retirement System
13. Will my contribution to the WRS change? How will these contributions be credited to my WRS account?
Yes. All state and UW employees covered by the WRS would be required to contribute more towards the
WRS. The vast majority of UW System employees currently pay 0.2% of earnings to the WRS. The WRS
contribution rate will increase to 5.8% of earnings for most employees. Under the bill, employees are
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required to pay half the total WRS contribution rate. In 2011, the total WRS contribution rate for most
employees is 11.6% of earnings so employees will have to pay 5.8% of earnings.
Use the UWSA Budget Repair Bill Estimator to determine the impact of the budget repair bill on your WRS
contributions and monthly health insurance premium. The estimator is available at:
http://www.uwsa.edu/hr/benefits/budgetBillEstimator/index.php.

Revised
2/24

Per the ETF Budget Repair Bill FAQ:
Revised
2/24

Q. 2011 Special Session Senate Bill 11 (the state budget repair bill) has a provision that requires most
public employees to pay half of the WRS required contributions. When public employees start paying
5.8% of their earnings into the WRS in 2011, do all of these contributions go into their individual
accounts?
Yes, the entire 5.8% will be “employee required contributions.” This means that the entire 5.8% will be
credited to the employee’s account, and the employee will have vested rights to those contributions.
For most public employees this will have the effect of increasing the amount payable as a separation
benefit, the amount used to calculate “money purchase” retirement benefits, and the death benefits
payable when a public employee dies before taking a retirement benefit. Since these contributions are
actually being paid by employees from post‐tax dollars, it will also increase the non‐taxable portion of
any benefits paid from their accounts.
Currently most state employees are paying .2% of their earnings to the WRS as “benefit adjustment
contributions.” These benefit adjustment contributions are not credited to the employees’ accounts,
and therefore do not increase the WRS benefits payable from their accounts. The bill eliminates the
benefit adjustment contributions, so all employee contributions would actually be credited to the
employees’ accounts.

14. When will we start paying higher WRS contributions?
Revised
3/11

The increased WRS deduction will begin on the April 21, 2011 paycheck for classified employees (paid bi‐
weekly) and on the April 29, 2011 paycheck for unclassified employees (paid monthly).
15. My WRS contribution is based on my WRS‐covered earnings. What are my WRS‐covered earnings? How
is this affected by the furlough?
Your earnings covered by the WRS are defined in Wis. Stat. § 40.02(22)(a). In general, your WRS‐covered
earnings include your total salary or wages (including overload payments, overtime, summer session
salary…), as well as any pay allowances that are received in lieu of money. Your WRS‐covered earnings are
calculated prior to any deductions taken for taxes, insurance premiums, retirement contributions or any
other salary deductions.
The UW and state agencies are required to report your salary, retirement contributions, and creditable
service as if the furlough did not occur. This means that your WRS contribution amount will be based on
your earnings as if the furlough did not occur.
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Sample calculation:
Hourly Rate: $20.00/hour x 80 hours worked in pay period = $1600 (WRS‐covered earnings)
Proposed WRS Contribution: .058 x $1600 = $92.80 contribution for the pay period
If you have a furlough reduction during the pay period, your contribution rate will still be $92.80
because the calculation will be based on what you would have earned in absence of the furlough.
16. Are WRS employee contributions considered “pre‐tax” or “post‐tax” contributions?
Per the ETF Budget Repair Bill FAQ:
“Post‐tax”. Under federal tax law (Section 414(h)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code), employer
contributions to public retirement funds are not subject to FICA and federal income taxation (therefore,
they are considered pre‐tax). Employee contributions, on the other hand, are generally taxed normally
(therefore, they are considered post‐tax).
Some payroll deductions are taken on a pre‐tax basis (such as health, vision, dental, tax‐sheltered annuity,
deferred compensation…). Your payroll taxes are calculated on your taxable wages (gross earnings – pre‐
tax deductions). WRS contributions are based on your WRS‐covered earnings (see Question 12) and the
deduction is taken after taxes. This means that your taxable income is NOT reduced by the amount of your
WRS contribution. At retirement, the portion of your retirement account that was paid by you from after‐
tax dollars is non‐taxable and referred to as your “Investment in Contract” (IIC). See the ETF brochure Tax
Liability on WRS Benefits for additional information.
17. Can I opt out of the WRS?
No. Per state statute, once you become eligible for coverage under the WRS, coverage is mandatory.
Per the ETF Budget Repair Bill FAQ:
Question
Can public employees who work for a WRS employer opt out of the WRS?
Answer
No. Current law prohibits participating employees from opting out of the WRS. Allowing WRS members
to opt‐out of the WRS would be difficult to administer, would have a detrimental impact on the
sustainability of the WRS, would increase contribution rates for employees and employers in the WRS,
and employees who opt‐out would not be taking advantage of investment returns that end up paying
over 66% of the retirement benefit.
18. Will the retirement formula used to calculate my retirement benefits change?
The only change applies to employees covered by the Elected/Executive WRS category. Almost all UW
System employees are covered by either the General or Teacher WRS category. Per the ETF Budget Repair
Bill FAQ:
New
3/1

The only category of employees changing under the bill is the “executive/elected” category. This
category generally includes members of the legislature, unclassified executives and other elected
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officials. This group currently has a formula factor of 2%. Under the bill, the factor will be reduced to
1.6%, consistent with general category employees. There are currently no changes to the formula factor
for protective or general category employees in the bill.
19. I’m thinking about retiring. How do I order a retirement application?
New
2/24

You must request a retirement application directly from ETF by calling 1‐877‐533‐5020 or by faxing a
request to 608‐267‐4549. Please review ETF’s document Retiring on Short Notice for important
information about how to retire within a short timeframe. See ETF’s Wait Times page for information
about how long it may take to receive a retirement estimate.
20. What if I don’t receive my retirement application from ETF before my retirement date?

New
3/11

You can submit your application to ETF up to 90 days after your official retirement date and your annuity
will still be effective the day after your official employment termination date. This will delay your first
payment but when you receive your first check, it will include any retroactive payments. If necessary, you
may submit the Retirement Annuity Option Change Application (ET‐4319) to ETF if you have not received
your official application. You can select your retirement annuity option and name your joint survivor on
this form. You should only exercise this option if you have not received your official retirement application
from ETF.
21. Can I be rehired by the UW or another state agency after I begin receiving my retirement annuity? How
soon can I return to work?

New
3/11

In order to return to work and continue to receive your retirement annuity, you must satisfy two
conditions ‐ you must have a valid “good‐faith” termination and you must satisfy a required break in
service.
You may return to employment on the latest of the following dates:
• The day after the annuity effective date.
• The 31st day after termination of participating employment.
• The 31st day after ETF receives the benefit application.
Please see the ETF brochure Information for Retirees and the UWSA website What is a Valid Termination
for additional information about valid terminations and returning to work.
Health Insurance Conversion Credits
22. How does the Budget Repair Bill impact the Accumulated Sick Leave Conversion Credit (ASLCC) program?

Revised
3/4

There is no language in the final version of the bill (or the 2011‐13 Budget Bill) to change the ASLCC
program.
The ASLCC program is provided for in §40.05(4)(b) & (bc) Wis. Stats. This program allows employees to
convert sick leave to pay for health insurance at retirement, as well as in other situations such is at death,
layoff or termination with 20 years of service. Under this program, accumulated sick leave is multiplied by
the employee’s highest basic pay rate and converted to credits to pay for health insurance in retirement
(or in the other instances listed above).
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23. How does the Budget Repair Bill impact the Supplemental Health Insurance Conversion Credit (SHICC)
program? Will I lose the supplemental credits that I have? Will I continue to accrue supplemental
credits going forward?

Revised
3/14

In the text of the original bill, there was one reference to the SHICC program in Section 9115. The bill
directed ETF, OSER and DOA to study the possibility of modifying the current program and submit the
results of the study by June 30, 2012. This language was removed from the final bill but it is anticipated
that this study will still move forward.
There is no language in the final bill that impacts current or accrued benefits under this program for any
employees currently eligible for the program (classified permanent/project or unclassified
faculty/academic staff/limited). Per clarifications from OSER, ETF and DOA, there will be no changes to this
program prior to June 30, 2011 and it is unlikely there will be any changes prior to completion of the study
of the program.
The SHICC program is not authorized by state statute. The Department of Employee Trust Funds (ETF) is
authorized in §40.95 Wis. Stats. to administer the program but the program is provided for in the
compensation plan and collective bargaining agreements. The program allows employees who have at
least 15 years of continuous state service to earn sick leave credits in addition to those provided by the
ASLCC program. Additional credits are based on your highest basic pay, accumulated sick leave and years
of continuous state service.
The Director of OSER, Gregory Gracz, provided the following clarification about this program on February
17, 2011:
The two most frequently asked questions from employees concerned about the impact of the Budget
Repair Bill on their benefits relate to continuation of their eligibility for Supplemental Health Insurance
Conversion Credits (SHICC) and professional development time (PDT).
Assuming that the Budget Repair Bill passes as initially proposed, eligibility for SHICC and PDT will
continue for at least the remainder of the 2009‐2011 biennium under the OSER Director’s discretion to
continue certain provisions of the former collective bargaining agreements. Thereafter, all provisions for
represented employees, other than base pay rates which continue to be negotiable, will be governed by
the Compensation Plan covering represented employees, applicable statutes, or administrative code.
The Director of OSER again clarified his position on March 4, 2011:
I want to clarify that pursuant to my authority under s. 9143 of the Bill, with the exception of dues
deductions, employee health insurance premium deductions, and employee contributions to the
Wisconsin Retirement System (WRS), all other provisions of the master Agreements, as well as provisions
of local agreements, and other memoranda of understanding and negotiating notes, will continue at
least through June 30, 2011. I want to emphasize that current provisions related to items such as annual
leave, sabbatical, supplemental health insurance conversion credits (SHICC), and overtime will also
continue. Contract provisions that continue will remain in place until a new Compensation Plan covering
represented employees is approved by the Joint Committee on Employment Relations. Wis. Stats. s.
230.12(3).
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ETF has provided additional information on this program as well per their ETF Budget Repair Bill FAQ:
Although ETF administers the ASLCC and SHICC programs, ETF does not play a role in determining the
amount of sick leave that employees receive, or whether and how much of it may be accrued. Those
matters are defined in state law, the compensation plan for non‐represented state employees and the
labor agreements for represented state employees.
Section 9143 of the budget repair bill states that “upon termination of any collective bargaining
agreement between the state and a labor organization representing employees in a collective bargaining
unit under section 111.825 (1) or (2) of the statutes, as affected by this act, the director of the office of
state employment relations (OSER) may continue to administer those provisions of the collective
bargaining agreements that the director determines necessary for the orderly administration of the state
civil services system until the compensation plan under section 230.12 of the statutes is established for
the 2011‐13 fiscal biennium.”
Note: The last day of the 2009‐2011 biennium is June 30, 2011.
In addition, section 9143 of the bill requires ETF, OSER and the Department of Administration to study
the program and submit the findings by June 30, 2012 to the Governor.
24. In order to be eligible for the Supplemental Health Insurance Conversion Credit (SHICC) program, I need
to have at least 15 years of continuous state service? What does that mean?
Your continuous service date (also known as your seniority date) is the date that you began state/UWS
employment, adjusted for any breaks in service.
New
3/8

Classified employees may only include time worked in WRS‐covered positions that are eligible to earn
sick leave (time worked in an LTE position does not count towards the continuous service date).
Classified employees may count time worked in a project position only if the employee had “permanent
status” while working in a project position.
Unclassified employees may only include time worked in positions that are covered by the WRS. Time
worked in graduate assistant, student assistant, employee‐in‐training and short‐term academic staff
positions not covered by the WRS do not count towards the continuous service date.
If you do not know your seniority/continuous service, contact your Staff Benefits Office for assistance.

Limited Term Employees (LTE)
25. I am currently an LTE covered by the Wisconsin Retirement System. How am I affected by the budget
repair bill?
Revised
3/11

The original bill prohibits LTEs from participating in the WRS and receiving health insurance coverage
under the State Group Health Insurance plan. This provision was removed from the bill via an amendment
on February 16, 2011. Per the final version of the bill, LTEs will maintain their eligibility for the WRS and all
other benefits plans.
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Furloughs
26. Am I still required to use all of my furlough days before the end of the fiscal year?
Yes. Furloughs implemented as part of the 2009‐11 budget will continue through June 2011.
27. Will I be required to take additional furlough days next fiscal year?
The budget repair bill does not include new furloughs and Governor Walker does not intend to include any
furloughs in his 2011‐13 budget.

Other Benefit Plans
28. Since my take home pay will be decreasing due to increased health and WRS contributions, can I cancel
or change my other benefits (dental, vision, ERA, TSA, Deferred Comp, life insurance…) to help offset the
cost?
There are benefit plans that can be adjusted during the year. There are others, such as dental, vision and
EPIC that cannot be changed during the contract year. You can access your earnings statement online at
my.wisconsin.edu (my.wisc.edu for UW‐Madison employees) to view your benefit premiums/deductions
and you may look at all premium levels online at: http://www.bussvc.wisc.edu/uwpc/uwpc‐prem‐
insurance‐rates‐menu.html.
Below is a list of benefits that can be changed at any time:
•

You may stop or change contributions to the Tax‐Sheltered Annuity or Deferred Compensation
Plans at any time.
o Submit a Salary Reduction Agreement to your payroll office to stop/change your TSA
deduction.
o Contact WI Deferred Compensation at 1‐877‐457‐9327 or go online at
http://www.wdc457.org to stop/change your Deferred Compensation deduction.

•

Reduce or cancel coverage under any of the following life insurance plans by submitting an
application to your benefits office:
o State Group Life Insurance (SGL)
o Individual and Family Group Life Insurance (I&F)
o UW Employees Inc Life Insurance (UWE)
o Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance (AD&D)
Important Information about Reducing/Canceling Life Insurance
If you cancel coverage under SGL, I&F or UWE life insurance, you can only enroll again through
Medical Evidence of Insurability and acceptance is not guaranteed. If you reduce your coverage
level under I&F life, you can only increase coverage again through the annual increase option
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period or through Medical Evidence of Insurability. You may cancel, change or enroll in AD&D
coverage any time without restriction.
•

Income Continuation Insurance
o All employees may cancel part or all of coverage at any time by submitting an application
to their benefits office. If you cancel coverage, you will only be able to re‐enroll through
Medical Evidence of Insurability (acceptance is not guaranteed) or through a deferred
enrollment opportunity.
o Unclassified employees may change their elimination period to reduce the monthly
premium.

Below is list of benefits that cannot be changed during the calendar year unless there is some type of
qualifying event such as a loss of eligibility:
•
•
•
•

Revised
3/1

Anthem DentalBlue
Dental Wisconsin
VSP Vision Insurance
EPIC Benefits+

You may elect to change/cancel coverage under any of the above plans for 2012 by submitting an
application to your benefits office on or before December 1, 2011. If you choose to cancel one or more of
the above plans, please note that you may not re‐enroll until an enrollment opportunity is offered. Not all
plans offer annual enrollment opportunities. New waiting periods may also apply if you re‐enroll during a
future enrollment opportunity.
Changes to Your Employee Reimbursement Account (ERA) Elections
Contributions to your ERA Medical or Dependent Care account (ERA) can only be changed mid‐year if there
is a Change in Status event. If you experience a qualifying change in status, you must submit a Change in
Status Form directly to Fringe Benefits Management Company (FBMC) within 30 days of the change. An
increase to your health insurance premium is NOT a qualifying change in status event.

Union Dues
29. I currently pay union dues through payroll deduction. Will union dues continue to be deducted from my
pay?

Revised
3/11

No. The bill prohibits the payment of union dues through payroll deduction and allows employees to
refrain from paying dues or fees to a union. Union dues will no longer be deducted from paychecks
effective on the April 21, 2011 paycheck for classified employees and on the April 29, 2011 paycheck for
unclassified employees.
30. What do I do if I want to remain a dues paying union member?
Your union will determine that.
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Collective Bargaining Agreement Questions
31. What happens after March 13th when the collective bargaining agreement extension expires?
The Director of OSER, Gregory Gracz, clarified his position on March 4, 2011:
Revised
3/8

I want to clarify that pursuant to my authority under s. 9143 of the Bill, with the exception of dues
deductions, employee health insurance premium deductions, and employee contributions to the
Wisconsin Retirement System (WRS), all other provisions of the master Agreements, as well as provisions
of local agreements, and other memoranda of understanding and negotiating notes, will continue at
least through June 30, 2011. I want to emphasize that current provisions related to items such as annual
leave, sabbatical, supplemental health insurance conversion credits (SHICC), and overtime will also
continue. Contract provisions that continue will remain in place until a new Compensation Plan covering
represented employees is approved by the Joint Committee on Employment Relations. Wis. Stats. s.
230.12(3).
32. Will I have any rights after the expiration date?
Yes there are certain rights all public employees have because they are covered by civil service rules.
Many of the rights outlined in the collective bargaining agreements also exist for non‐represented staff
such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Right to a harassment/discrimination free workplace
Right to due process (ie prior to being disciplined)
Some grievance/appeal rights
Ability to compete for positions (transfer, demote, promote)
Certain layoff protections

More Information
33. Where can I find additional information about the Budget Repair Bill?
•
•
•
•
•
Revised
3/11

•
•

Text of Bill (2011 WI Act 10): http://thewheelerreport.com/releases/March11/0311/0311act10.pdf
Legislative Fiscal Bureau Summary of Final Bill: http://legis.wisconsin.gov/lfb/2011‐
13Bills/2011_03_10_WILeg_CC.pdf
The Wheeler Report has the most up‐to‐date information on the status of the bill:
http://thewheelerreport.com/.
UWSA’s Government Relations Legislative Update Page: http://legislativeupdate.uwsa.edu/
ETF’s What’s New? section of their website: http://www.etf.wi.gov/ and ETF Budget Repair Bill FAQ
document: http://www.etf.wi.gov/news/Budget_Repair_Bill_Whats_New.pdf.
Office of State Employment Relations (OSER) Budget Repair Bill Q&A:
http://oser.state.wi.us/docview.asp?docid=7209.
UWSA Estimator to Determine Impact of Bill on Health Insurance Premium & WRS Contributions:
http://www.uwsa.edu/hr/benefits/budgetBillEstimator/index.php.
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Appendix A – Impact of Budget Repair Bill on Monthly Health Insurance Premiums
(see Q. 1 for premium information if covered by WRS and FTE less than 75%)

Tier 1 Health Insurance Premiums (all HMOs in State Group Health Insurance Plan)
Current Monthly
Premium

Amount of
Premium Increase

Proposed 2011
Monthly Premium

Non‐Represented Classified and Unclassified (FA, AS, LI) Employees ‐
Single Coverage

$36.00

$48.00

$84.00

Non‐Represented Classified and Unclassified (FA, AS, LI) Employees ‐
Family Coverage

$89.00

$119.00

$208.00

Represented Classified Employees ‐ Single Coverage

$31.00

$53.00

$84.00

Represented Classified Employees ‐ Family Coverage

$78.00

$130.00

$208.00

Non‐Represented Graduate Assistant Health Insurance ‐ Single
Coverage

$18.00

$24.00

$42.00

Non‐Represented Graduate Assistant Health Insurance ‐ Family
Coverage

$44.50

$59.50

$104.00

Represented Graduate Assistant Health Insurance (MGAA and TAA) ‐
Single Coverage

$15.50

$26.50

$42.00

Represented Graduate Assistant Health Insurance (MGAA and TAA) ‐
Family Coverage

$39.00

$65.00

$104.00

Tier 2 Health Insurance Premiums (applies to employees in the Standard Plan required to work out of state)
Current Monthly
Premium

Amount of
Premium Increase

Proposed 2011
Monthly Premium

Non‐Represented Classified and Unclassified (FA, AS, LI) Employees ‐
Single Coverage

$79.00

$43.00

$122.00

Non‐Represented Classified and Unclassified (FA, AS, LI) Employees ‐
Family Coverage

$198.00

$109.00

$307.00

Represented Classified Employees ‐ Single Coverage

$69.00

$53.00

$122.00

Represented Classified Employees ‐ Family Coverage

$173.00

$134.00

$307.00

Non‐Represented Graduate Assistant Health Insurance ‐ Single
Coverage

$39.50

$21.50

$61.00

Non‐Represented Graduate Assistant Health Insurance ‐ Family
Coverage

$99.00

$54.50

$153.50

Represented Graduate Assistant Health Insurance (MGAA and TAA) ‐
Single Coverage

$34.50

$26.50

$61.00

Represented Graduate Assistant Health Insurance (MGAA and TAA) ‐
Family Coverage

$86.50

$67.00

$153.50
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Tier 3 Health Insurance Premiums (applies to employees in Standard Plan not required to work out of state)
Current Monthly
Premium

Amount of
Premium Increase

Proposed 2011
Monthly Premium

Non‐Represented Classified and Unclassified (FA, AS, LI) Employees ‐
Single Coverage

$188.00

$38.00

$226.00

Non‐Represented Classified and Unclassified (FA, AS, LI) Employees ‐
Family Coverage

$471.00

$96.00

$567.00

Represented Classified Employees ‐ Single Coverage

$164.00

$62.00

$226.00

Represented Classified Employees ‐ Family Coverage

$412.00

$155.00

$567.00

Non‐Represented Graduate Assistant Health Insurance ‐ Single
Coverage

$94.00

$19.00

$113.00

Non‐Represented Graduate Assistant Health Insurance ‐ Family
Coverage

$235.50

$48.00

$283.50

Represented Graduate Assistant Health Insurance (MGAA and TAA) ‐
Single Coverage

$82.00

$31.00

$113.00

Represented Graduate Assistant Health Insurance (MGAA and TAA) ‐
Family Coverage

$206.00

$77.50

$283.50
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